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Distributing seafood
throughout Romania
Costiana was founded in 1991 by Marian Cuzdrioreanu who is also the president and
general manager of the company. Costiana’s main activity is the import and distribution
of frozen fish and seafood primarily on the Romanian market, but since 2007 also to
neighbouring countries Moldova, Bulgaria, Serbia, and Hungary. Marian Cuzdrioreanu is
also president of Ro-Fish, the organization of processors, importers, and distributors of fish
from Romania, which currently has 15 members.

quality products punctually. The
wholesale agents supply wholesalers, the processing industry,
and other importers and distributors, while the retail agents supply
the retail trade. About 20% of the
production is under the Costiana
brand while the rest is various private labels. The economic crisis
has left its impact on Costiana,
but for Marian Cuzdrioreanu the
influence has been felt much less
than in the construction or automobile industry. My buyers may
be buying less he says but they are
still buying. And if they want better prices then they pay up front,
he says.

Imports far outweigh
domestic production

Marian Cuzdrioreanu, the president and owner of
Costiana, and the president of Ro-Fish.

C

ostiana has a significant
fleet of vessels for transporting frozen goods including cars, trucks, and vans
with which the production is distributed. The range of customers
is very wide and covers wholesalers, regional fish stores, other
importers, and distributors. Retail clients include supermarket,
food stores, freezing stores, and
the HORECA sector – hotels, restaurants, and catering. To cater to
this vast range of clients the company sources its raw material from
countries all over the world, but in
particular from the EU, Norway,
Iceland, USA, Canada, China,
and South America. As a distributor of imported fish the company
is constantly on the look out for
new partners who can supply
52

Adina Gutman, the sales director of Costiana, leads
a team of agents that cover the wholesale and
retail sectors.

high quality fish and seafood at
competitive prices. The raw material is brought to the 300 mt
processing facility where fish for
the retail market is cut, portioned
and repackaged and then sent to
the 2,000 mt cold store to await
distribution. The range of products can be grouped into pelagic
fish which make up 50-60% of the
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total volume, whitefish and fillets
which amount to 25-30%, processed products make up about
10%, while seafood is some 5%.
Adina Gutman the sales director
is directly responsible for the sales
and distribution of the production.
She leads a team of agents that
prides itself on its ability to deliver
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President: Mr Marian Cuzdrioreanu
Activities: Import and distribution
of frozen fish
Markets: Mainly Romania, but
since 2007 Moldova, Bulgaria,
Serbia, and Hungary
Employees: 100
Turnover: 12 million euro

Since 1991 Costiana has been
adapting its products to the demands from the market and Mr
Cuzdrioreanu has noted some
distinct changes in the patterns
of Romanian consumption. One
of the biggest drivers has been
the ability of people to travel and
explore foods in other countries
which they then also want to be
able to obtain in their own, he
says. But also straitened circumstances drive people to look for
cheaper products. Today, for
example, says Mr Cuzdrioreanu
the most popular cheap fish in
Romania is not carp but imported
frozen mackerel. In other market
segments there is increasing demand for white fish, for seafood,
and for much more live and fresh
fish. Currently most of the current demand for fish is being met
through imports. Domestic production is 15-18 thousand tonnes,
while imports are 90,000 tonnes.
According to Mr Cuzdrioreanu if
the government manages to increase the consumption of fish
to 10-12 kg per capita imports will
probably have to increase to about
200,000 tonnes and domestic production to 20,000 tonnes.
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